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Hopefully, like us, you have enjoyed more
freedom and less fear this summer, and with
that, a new appreciation of everything around
us—from family and friends to vacationing,
the outdoors, and the beauty inside of our own
homes. Focusing on these things has a way of
enriching our worldview and providing new
filters through which we want to be presented;
that’s what we’ve come to learn in our fulfilling
jobs as editors. Everything we experience anew
is a way for us to funnel more of ourselves into
what we produce for our readers.
With each new issue, we scour the Triangle
and surrounding areas for homes showcasing
incredible interior design. Usually, our only
criteria is beauty, but occasionally we focus
on specific areas of the home. In this issue, we
required amazing kitchen and bath design. And
in these pages, you’ll see a stunning modern
kitchen alongside an ultra-traditional one, and
everything in between.
If you’re like us, you’ll find that no matter
which style you gravitate toward, you’ll be
inspired nonetheless.
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THE BEST PART OF OUR JOB AS DESIGNERS IS CREATING A BEAUTIFUL, TIMELESS
SPACE THAT CAPTURES THE PERSONALITY OF OUR CLIENTS!

FULL-SERVICE INTERIOR DESIGN | SERVING THE TRIANGLE AND BEYOND
CARY NC | 919.454.1979
I N T E R I O R M OT V E S N C . CO M

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RISE UP FILM & PHOTOGRAPHY.

DWELL

TREND

FORM Meets FUNCTION
INTERIOR DESIGNER LIZ CARROLL, ALONG WITH THE DESIGN TEAM AT
R. JACOBS FINE PLUMBING & HARDWARE, HIGHLIGHT THEIR FAVORITE
PICKS FOR FORM-AND-FUNCTION MATCHES MADE IN HEAVEN.

LIZ CARROLL
Liz Carroll, interior designer and
co-owner of wallpaper and fabric
atelier House of Harris, is masterful at
designing crisp, classic, and colorful
decor with a hint of Southern roots.

RICK JACOBS

MIXED METALS

Team member Sue Warren at R. Jacobs loves
mixing metals; a popular trend that’s here to stay.
“It is perfectly okay to mix gold or brass with stainless steel,” she says.
“Don’t be afraid
to create interest
in your kitchen
or bathroom this
way.” Everyone
wants to feel pampered at home these days, and
Jacobs suggests an oversized showerhead like
Rainfinity for just that. Enjoy three modes of waterfall
for a full shower of water that feels like natural rain.
CYO Three-Hole Brushed Durabrass Bathroom Faucet / $4,071 / dornbracht.com
Rainfinity Showerhead 250 3-Jet / $2,600 / hansgrohe-usa.com
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BOLD ELEMENTS
“I’m obsessed with our new black colorway of Park Grasscloth
at House of Harris,” Carroll says. “The texture and black
trellis pattern provides a depth and sophistication that
elevates any space.” Paired with colorful stemware on
open shelving, or brass hardware from Modern Matter, a
showstopper of a kitchen easily takes shape. “The right
hardware can completely change a piece of furniture or
cabinetry; it’s more than a tiny detail.”
Modern Matter Bamboo Drop Pull / $129 /
modern-matter.com
Park Grasscloth Wallpaper in Black / to the trade /
houseofharris.com
Stemware in Blush / $175 for a set of six /
estellecoloredglass.com

ROMBO
IV: IMAGES
JOE FLETCHER.
PRODUCT
COURTESY OF DORNBRACHT; HANSGROHE USA;
ESTELLE COLORED GLASS; HOUSE OF HARRIS; MODERN MATTER.

The design team at R. Jacobs Fine
Plumbing & Hardware, headed by
owner Rick Jacobs, is well versed in the
latest trends and technology for kitchen
and bath design. Jacobs, a Raleigh
native, has spent decades helping
clients find the perfect combination of
hardware and upscale design.

TREND

NATURAL
TEXTURES

Mixed natural materials are high on the list of matches made in heaven for
Carroll. “One of my favorites is subway tile by Clé in Secret Lagoon. Running
the tile from the counter to the ceiling really elevates a space and creates a
focal point.” She loves the new rattan and bamboo chandelier from Visual
Comfort for added warmth.

TREAT
YOURSELF
COLORFUL CABINETS

From matte black to updated brass, the range of fixture finishes has
expanded exponentially in the past decade. However, design team member
Parker Jacobs at R. Jacobs says that chrome finishes still reign supreme.
Carroll suggests a color like Farrow & Ball’s Hague Blue to complement any
finish. “There is a richness and depth to Farrow & Ball paint colors that make it
a go-to for me. It’s a great choice for cabinets with color.”
Farrow & Ball Paint in Hague Blue / $120 per gallon / farrow-ball.com
Tara Classic Single Lever Kitchen Faucet / $2,870 / dornbracht.com
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For further pampering in the shower, consider a
flush-mount rain panel for the ultimate connection
to nature. Jacobs recommends the Rain Sky flush
mount panel from Dornbracht. He also highlights
the uptick in popularity of the outdoor kitchen.
“With people spending much more time at home
and honing their cooking skills, the outdoor kitchen
has been updated as a workhorse,” Jacobs says.
The Essential Smartstation from Home Refinements
features an undermount sink, cutting board, drying
rack, colander, and serving bowl bins.
Essential Smartstation Undermount Kitchen Set /
$5,100 / homerefinements.ca
Series-Various Rain Sky M Flush-Mount Rain Panel /
$18,510 / dornbracht.com

PHOTOS COURTESY OF CIRCA LIGHTING; CLÉ; DORNBRACHT; HOME REFINEMENTS;
FARROW & BALL; INTERIORS PHOTO BY ALLISON POTTER.

Zellige Subway Tile in Secret Lagoon / $19.50 per square foot / cletile.com
Dalfern Chandelier / to the trade / visualcomfort.com

MARKET

FLAIR
& FINESSE
FROM THE PRETTIEST FIXTURES TO THE
NEWEST FORMS, HERE’S TO MAKING
YOUR KITCHEN AND BATH BOTH
BEAUTIFUL AND PRACTICAL.
WRITTEN BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY
PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX

TOAST
TO GOOD
TASTE

SEEING STARS
Known for their brilliant use of brass and semi-precious and natural stones,
Lee Addison Lesley and Kat Weeks Mulford, co-founders of jewelry and
home hardware company Addison Weeks, have rebranded their stunning
interiors arm into Modern Matter. Newest to the line, the Cosmos
Collection pays homage to the celestial globe, offering an eclectic
selection of hardware, including ball knobs and rings, hooks, and decorative
backplates. Each piece is available in beautiful polished brass, polished
nickel, and now in burnished brass. modern-matter.com

The Quintessential quick
grab-and-go breakfast
just got a sleek makeover.
The Express Finish Toaster
from Café takes form and
function to a whole new
level. Known as the high-end custom line of appliances
from GE, Café has put design in the front seat, from stovetops
and refrigerators to this compact toaster with all the bells
and whistles. Choose from matte white, matte black, or
stainless steel, and enjoy extra-wide slots for toast, an LED
display that lights up when your toast is ready, and an
express toast mode that produces perfect toast in about
a minute. queencityonline.com

What if you could have a refrigerator with
ultimate flexibility and multiple options at
every turn? Sounds like a dream come
true—and it is, with the Bespoke 4-Door
Flex Refrigerator from Samsung. Customizable with eight different colors and two
different finishes (stainless steel and glass
front), the 4-Door Flex can be mixed and
matched to create a one-of-a-kind
appliance that suits your needs. Multiple
function options like a built-in water
dispenser and a built-in water pitcher, two
types of ice, fridge-to-freezer conversion,
high-touch antimicrobial technology, and
flexible freshness make this fridge a true
workhorse in any kitchen ferguson.com
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: COURTESY OF CAFÉ APPLIANCES;
COURTESY OF SAMSUNG; COURTESY OF MODERN MATTER.

ULTIMATE
FLEX

M A R KM
E TA R K E T

FLOWER
CHILD

Riley Sheehey, a former
elementary school art teacher
and now a full-time watercolor
artist, has taken the world by
storm with her whimsical style
and botanical prints. From
surface design and hand-painted
objects to collaborations with
interior designers, retailers, and
clothing designers, Sheehey’s
artwork is inspired by vintage
patterns, antique botanical
prints, children’s literature, and
the natural world. Her latest collaboration with interiors atelier
Fleur has resulted in a collection
of unique and feminine mirrors
that bring out your inner little girl.
fleurhome.com

WOMAN'S
WORLD

Femme & Function, the newest collection from mosaic
designer and manufacturer New Ravenna, is an ode to
women. The line of handcrafted mosaics pays homage to
the innovation of women throughout history, with twenty
designs in stone and glazed basalto. Inspired by the legacy
of women pioneers in functional art, the collection depicts
interpretations of quilting, pottery, embroidery, weaving,
and textiles with textured materials like tumbled stones and
metallic-glazed basalto sprinkled with a dimensional palette
that captures the essence and interplay of woven goods
and embroidery. newravenna.com

DOUBLE
TAKE

Lighting design house The Urban Electric Co. is
known for original designs and expert craftsmanship, all inspired by art, fashion, history,
architecture, and pop culture. Each design is
hand-crafted and finished in Charleston, South
Carolina. And myriad customizable options make
their products, like the Nyhavn Double Sconce, a
go-to for design enthusiasts. With thirty-seven finish
combination options and four shade types, the
possibilities for a perfect match are endless. The
versatility of the Nyhavn ranges from sweet and
traditional to bold and modern. urbanelectric.com
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Founded by mother-daughter
team Anna and Nathalie Callis,
London Basin Company was
forged from a love of interior
design and statement-making
pieces. The show-stopping basin
collections are inspired designs
from around the world. Intricate
patterns, delicate details, handcrafted creations, and even
scalloped edges are the
hallmarks of London Basin
Company. Newest to the line
is the Mini Collection, smaller
versions of the full-sized
counterparts, perfect for tiny
water closets and cramped
spaces. The Mini Aubrey, shown
here, has a porcelain basin with a
basket-weave textured finish
inspired by the pretty woven
rattan and seagrass baskets
found across Asia.
londonbasincompany.com

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY OF FLEUR HOME; COURTESY OF NEW RAVENNA;
COURTESY OF LONDON BASIN COMPANY; COURTESY OF THE URBAN ELECTRIC CO.

LONDON
CALLING

BORN IN LONDON
ENJOYED AROUND
THE WORLD
EST. 1992

Raleigh, NC
2030 Clark Avenue
@stevenshelllivingraleigh
919.803.1033
Mount Pleasant, SC
640 Coleman Boulevard
@stevenshellliving
843.216.3900

“so much more than just a great furniture store”

STEVEN SHELL
LIVING

MARKET

FROM THE
GROUND UP

Luxury bathroom brand Maison Valentina combines high-end design
with ultimate functionality to create an elevated experience in residential
bathrooms. From furniture to basins, every piece is thoughtfully crafted
to generate a sensory experience, and the Colosseum Floor Mirror is no
exception. The full-length mirror supported by a Nero Marquina marble
base is accented with brass trim and built-in polished brass tubes. The
oblong-shaped mirror rotates a full 360 degrees, making it flexible,
functional, and beautiful. maisonvalentina.net

MIDNIGHT
RUN

Crisp, clean, and modern, the Kirsi
faucet in Midnight Chrome from
Newport Brass is an innovative take
on the classic chrome finish. Midnight
Chrome is a specially engineered finish
featuring a blackish-blue tint over a
chrome base. The special finish includes
a ten-year finish warranty to ensure a
beautiful look that can last a lifetime.
rjacobsfph.com

The Lorino sconce designed
by Julie Neill is a timeless piece
perfect for many applications.
“For this collection, I was
interested in geometric shapes
and their relationships toone
another,” Neill says. “For example,
on the Lorino series, I wanted to
create a faceted gem-like form
using a layout of interrelated
squares and triangles.” With
three classic finishes, two glass
finish options, and an Art Deco
shape, the Lorino highlights
Neill’s innovative design and
forward thinking.
capitollightinggallery.com
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NATURAL
BEAUTY

Wabi-sabi is the Japanese concept
of finding beauty in everything,
especially imperfections or
incompleteness in the world and
nature around us. Mosaïque
Surface, the leader in mosaic
fabrication in North America, is
using the concept of wabi-sabi
in their latest collection, Rêve
d’Orient. Inspired by the beauty
of Eastern Asian culture, the line
celebrates the organic flaws
found in nature. Materials such
as stones, metals, and glass
are pieced together in the spirit
of wabi-sabi to create a masterpiece that highlights the natural
imperfections. mosaiquesurface.com

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY OF MAISON VALENTINA; COURTESY OF NEWPORT BRASS;
COURTESY OF MOSAÏQUE SURFACE; COURTESY OF CIRCA LIGHTING.

ART DECO
DELIGHT

PA L E T T E

Interior designer Ksenia
Bortsova’s conceptual Sun
House project located in
Spain. 3D visualization by
Svetlana Shadrina.

�

SOOTHING
SAND &
STONE
REFINING REPOSE WITH
GROUNDING TRANQUILITY.

3

WRITTEN BY CHRISTINA SPRATT SPENCER
PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX

Evoking an earthy easiness, the calming
composure of these classic neutrals
offers soft and subtle sophistication.
Layers of sand and stone overtures a
balanced and blanketing veil of serenity
with a pacifying balmy caress and a lull
of soothing quietude. A comfortingly
hush retreat of meditative stability, this
blend wraps surroundings in a restful
reset and a collective deep breath of
renewal. Multidimensional in its textural
range of tone, these introspective hues
pair well with others reflective of their
naturally faceted range. Variegated notes
of parchment, porcelain, almond, mink,
flint, and smoke all muddle peaceably
with this contemplative duo.

5
�
6
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1. Roche Bobois Nappe XL Suspension /
$1,875 / roche-bobois.com
2. Dash & Albert Wave Sand Woven
Sisal Rug / $80−$1,626 / printers-alley.com
3. Artistic Tile Mumbai Diamond Vanilla Onyx /
$130 per square foot / triangletile.com
4. Marble Roxbury Petite Console / $11,990 /
kellywearstler.com
5. Dali Outdoor Stool / $1,038 / shophouseofnomad.com
6. Annagrove French Pattern Ivory External Travertine
Look Tile / $90 per square meter / tilecloud.com.au

STYLE

ROOM for MORE
DESIGNER KATE HAYNES TRANSFORMS A CLIENT’S CRAMPED KITCHEN
INTO A SPACIOUS GATHERING SPACE FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY.

Before Kate Haynes’ clients approached her about renovating their kitchen, they had considered just simply moving.
But after much deliberation, the couple opted to enlist
Haynes to transform their cramped, dated kitchen into
the family gathering and entertaining space they’d been
wanting. “As empty nesters with three grown kids, they
wanted to expand their kitchen so that it was a comfortable gathering space for everyone during the holidays,
family gatherings, and other events,” Haynes says.
Here, Haynes details how she brought her client’s vision
for a family-friendly kitchen to fruition.
SHE ADDED CHARACTER
An all-white kitchen may be classic and timeless, but
28
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Haynes wanted to bring some visual interest into the
space as well. “Where the coffee bar is currently situated,
there was previously one of those ubiquitous desk areas
native to the gracious ’90s kitchen design,” Haynes says.
Because she had already nixed the traditional band of
upper cabinetry in favor of a window of tiles, she thought
the former desk space could be used more appropriately
as a bar area. “The homeowner loves a good hunt, so she
searched everywhere for architectural salvage and found
these antique doors on Facebook Marketplace,” Haynes
says. “A white kitchen can become visually sterile if not
balanced with warmth and tactile surfaces, so I was really
excited about the homeowners’ enthusiasm to bring in
something antique.”

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RISE UP FILM & PHOTOGRAPHY.

WRITTEN BY BLAKE MILLER

S ST YT Y
LE
LE
SHE HID UTILITY SPACES
“I love to create a kitchen that has the built-in functionality
to hide clutter,” she says. “All of those gadgets and tools
that we need and love can be accessed easily from a central
location, and then just as easily shut behind doors.” So
Haynes designed a space off of the kitchen to hide utilitarian
items like the coffee pot and microwave. “This means that
instead of a toaster on the counter, we get to enjoy a beautiful
antique bowl brimming with oranges or a stack of textural
wooden cutting boards leaning up against the backsplash.”
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SHE WENT BIG ON NATURAL LIGHT
“We wanted to frame the views out of the back of the
home in a really bold way, so we did several conceptual
options for this space. The thread of continuity between
them all was the prominence of windows at the back of the
kitchen,” Haynes says. “I think this is the most successful
part of the renovation because the natural light that floods
the kitchen is so inviting. And the architecture created
by these oversized windows was a great advantage over
traditional ones.”

STYLE

SHE MAXIMIZED SEATING
With such a large extended family, the homeowners insisted
on having enough space for everyone to gather comfortably.
Haynes designed the long window bench with this in mind.
The bench includes ample storage underneath, as well as a soft
perch on which to enjoy morning coffee. The homeowner made
the French-tufted cushion herself, using a low-key ticking fabric
that fits in with the pared-down sensibility of the space.
SHE SUPERSIZED THE ISLAND
The homeowner wanted the quartz-top island to feel like a
stand-alone piece and feature furniture details like square
bin-style drawers. With their large extended family and
32
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grandchildren, the island needed to accommodate big groups,
so Haynes expanded the kitchen by bumping out the back wall
to accommodate the nine-foot by four-foot island.
SHE DITCHED THE SHIPLAP
The homeowner was set on having shiplap run to the ceiling,
but Haynes felt it might be shiplap overload. “A design element
should not be used in an amount that is too much,” the designer
says. “I felt it was a more compelling design move to use tile;
it almost becomes as visually effective as wallpaper. Tiling to
the ceiling feels like more of an architectural approach
rather than a decorative one, and I find it is one of my
favorite tricks to elevate the look of a space.” u

DE SIGN BOARD

KARA
Cox
Kara Cox is recognized throughout North Carolina
for her fresh, tailored, and timeless takes on modern
�
decor. Drawing inspiration from travel, fashion,
and, most of all, art, Cox loves to create classically
designed homes with a modern feel. “I love starting a
design inspiration from a client’s original art collection or a piece that we purchase together,” she says.
A perfect place to be adventurous, she suggests, is
in a powder room. “They don’t have to coordinate
with the rest of the house—powder rooms are a great
opportunity to layer patterns and colors that could
otherwise overwhelm a larger room.” In this design,
Cox got creative with a vintage shell as a soap dish to
coordinate with the John Derian sepia wallpaper, and
added a vintage rug for a collected look. “The right
mix of patterns and scale can create a really fun and
8
exciting jewel box in a small space.” u

�

3

4
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7

6

INTERIORS PHOTO BY MICHAEL BLEVINS PHOTOGRAPHY.

5
1. Vintage Turkish Rug / $175 / knottedturkishrugs.com
2. Framed Vintage Shell Prints / $380 / chairish.com
3. Zodiaco European Small Hand Towel / $58 /
courtlandandco.com
4. Aerin for Visual Comfort Fontaine Sconce / $499 /
circalighting.com
5. Wallpaper in Captain Thomas Brown Shells Sepia /
to the trade / johnderian.com
6. Vintage 1970s Folk Art Shell Tissue Box / $100 /
chairish.com
7. Regina Andrew Clam Shell Serving Bowl / $120 / perigold.com
8. Montara Mirror / $268 / serenaandlily.com

T R AV E L

LOWCOUNTRY TRADITION
WITH TRAVEL ABROAD ON HOLD FOR MOST, STAY CLOSE
TO HOME AT ONE OF THE BEST PROPERTIES IN THE SOUTH.
WRITTEN BY BLAKE MILLER
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While on the property, be sure to
make reservations at The Ocean
Room, the Forbes Four-Star and
AAA Four-Diamond premier
steakhouse on Kiawah Island. The
signature favorite Kiawah Oyster
Roast is served on a flaming bed of
smoked wood chips on a cast-iron
skillet with briny oysters flown
in from around the country. For
something more casual and kidfriendly, head to the Mingo Point
Oyster Roast and BBQ, which takes
place every Monday evening all
summer long. It’s the resort’s
longest-running tradition and offers
a taste of authentic Lowcountry
cuisine, including smoked ribs,
pulled pork, smoked chicken, and
Lowcountry Boil with traditional
Southern side dishes and desserts.

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: PHOTOGRAPHY BY STEVE UZZELL; PHOTOGRAPHY BY PATRICK J O'BRIEN;
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS M. ROGERS PHOTOGRAPHY, INC.

There are certain properties in
the Southeast that need to be on
travel bucket lists. Some are small
boutique inns in the mountains.
Others are Relais & Châteaux estates
in the heart of the Lowcountry, like
the Sanctuary at Kiawah Island. It can
best be described as luxurious but
intimate; grand but not pretentious.
Located on ten miles of pristine
shoreline, the Forbes Five-Star
255-room Sanctuary Hotel lives up
to its accolades, welcoming guests
with Southern charm and worldclass accommodations.
With its array of eateries—
from Lowcountry casual to fine
dining—and abundant activities like
world-class golf, the spa & salon, and shopping, there’s something for everyone. Hop
on a bike and explore Kiawah Island, relax beachside, or enjoy an Old-Fashioned and
charcuterie board in the lobby bar. No matter what you choose, you’ll feel relaxed
and refreshed. u

WORLDCLASS
DINING

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CATHERINE NGUYEN PHOTOGRAPHY.

INTERIORS

THE EVOLUTION
OF STYLE

The black-and-white inkblot wallpaper by Porter
Teleo that flanks the stone fireplace was the
inspiration for the living room. In lieu of traditional
custom built-in shelving, Murphy added a pair of
matching black credenzas by Currey & Company.
The sectional is by Four Hands while the light
fixture is by Currey & Company.
40
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WITH THE
HELP OF
DESIGNER
MICHELLE
MURPHY, ONE
CARY FAMILY
FINALLY
DISCOVERS
WHERE THEIR
DESIGN HEART
TRULY LIES.

TEXT BY
BLAKE MILLER
PHOTO BY
CATHERINE NGUYEN
PHOTOGRAPHY

C

CARRIE AND EUGENE LEE NEVER FANCIED THEMSELVES
as lovers of modern design. But as they neared the
end of a third renovation on their traditional home in
northwest Cary, the couple realized that no amount
of renovation could ever create the kind of home they
really wanted. “We bought the home in 2007 and, at that
time, we really didn’t know what our style was or what
we were drawn to,” Carrie says. “All we knew was that
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we wanted a kid-friendly neighborhood, good schools,
and a tree-lined street. The architectural design was
more of an afterthought.”
The third renovation would be the final renovation,
however, as the couple purchased a lot just ten minutes
away and began the process of building their dream
home from the ground up. Having worked with designer
Michelle Murphy of Demi Ryan on all of the renovations

Murphy reused some of her
client's existing furniture
to create different, modern
spaces in their new home.
Here, she added the bed by
Skyline Furniture in a Kravet
fabric with artwork by Katie
Porterfield above. OPPOSITE:
While the home’s color palette
is primarily black, white, and
gold, Murphy infused a dose of
color in the home office with
custom cabinetry by Bradley
Woodcraft painted Dark Knight
by Sherwin-Williams. The
leather and burl wood Made
Goods desk is complemented
with an OLY chair, and the light
fixture by Currey & Company
completes the room.
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LEFT: Murphy custom designed the black-and-white oak cabinetry to look
more like furniture than storage in the kitchen. She complemented the
look with Silestone Eternal Calcutta Gold Polished Quartz on the island and
surrounding counters. Pendant lights are by Arteriors, the dining table is by
Made Goods, and counter stools are by Sunpan.
ABOVE: To create a custom and furniture-like feel in the kitchen, Murphy
created a wall of custom white oak cabinetry that removes any utilitarian feel;
though functionality for the homeowner is still front and center.

and interiors of their previous home, the Lees
implicitly trusted Murphy with heading up the design
for their new house. “That deep relationship we
formed with Michelle during the renovation process
made her a natural choice,” Carrie says. “Michelle
knew us and what we were trying to achieve; she knew
we wanted to explore a more modern style.”
While their former house featured traditional
architectural details like arched walkways and ornate
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crown molding and trim, this home would skew more
modern with clean, simple architecture and interiors. To
create a home with a seamless, open floor plan, modern
architecture and details, and above all—a retreat feel—
the couple enlisted Murphy Garnow Design Group and
Poythress Construction Company. “Our life feels chaotic
with two kids, two dogs, two jobs as physicians; and we
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just wanted our home to be simple but interesting,” Carrie
explains. “Michelle made the interiors interesting and
elegant within the palette of black, white, and gold, while
staying away from other bold colors and patterns that might
contribute to the noise and chaos we were trying to avoid.”
“It was soft modern–transitional for them,” says
Murphy of the home’s design scheme. “The color palette

Murphy designed the lower level
basement as a second place to hang out
and entertain. She outfitted the space
with a full bar featuring custom wood
shelves by Bradley Woodcraft and tile
by Traditions in Tile. Pillows covered in
Schumacher fabric dot the Kravet sofa.
OPPOSITE: Murphy designed the jewel
box of a powder room with subtle but
elegant wallpaper by Hygge & West.
She accented with a sink by Absolute
Stone, towel bar by Kohler, and mirror
from Arteriors.
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The homeowners felt a small home
office in the kitchen would be more
useful than a scullery. So Murphy
designed the tiny workspace with
a small white oak desk and a chair
by OLY, accented with whimsical
wallpaper by Beware the Moon.
OPPOSITE: The delicate white
resin flowers of the OLY chandelier
pop with the black mica wallpaper
by Vahallan as the backdrop. The
juxtaposition of the two set the tone
for the dramatic design of the dining
room, which also features artwork by
local artist Katie Porterfield.

gave them the modern look they really wanted, but we
realized early on that Carrie actually wanted transitional
when it came to the furnishings.” To appease her,
Murphy incorporated the reclaimed wood beams in the
living room, which provided a more rustic feel. “I think
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in Carrie’s mind her ‘soft modern’ was actually more
modern farmhouse.”
Murphy began her design for the home with simple
but elegant white oak, which she used for the flooring,
custom cabinetry, and accents throughout. “The white oak

floating shelves, for example, were added to help brighten
the kitchen,” the designer says.
While her clients were on board with a more modern
aesthetic, some cajoling was needed along the way to
push them outside of their pre-dated traditional comfort

zones. Such was the case in the adjacent living room,
where Murphy suggested bold graphic wallpaper in
black-and-white inkblot by Porter Teleo on either side of
the hearth. “When I pulled out the wallpaper and showed
them where I wanted to put it, they were a teeny bit
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Murphy’s goal in designing the
owner’s suite was to create a
relaxing retreat for the couple. An
upholstered headboard swathed in a
Kravet fabric provides a soft landing
after a long day, while nightstands
by Made Goods stand watch. An
ottoman by Kravet and sconces by
Regina Andrew round out the space.
OPPOSITE: The herringbonepatterned floor in black
semi-polished wood-look planks
sets the tone for the owner’s
bathroom. Murphy complemented
the statement with custom floating
white oak vanities and a chandelier
by Currey & Company.
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hesitant, but then understood that that design element is
what really makes that room come alive.”
The Lees also understood that Murphy knew them well
enough to know exactly what they wanted and how to apply
that aesthetic in a way that brought them joy. “Our first project
for their previous home was all about getting to know one
another, learning their idiosyncrasies,” Murphy says. “I like to
find layers behind my clients and really tease out what they’re
drawn to and love. I like to incorporate little homages to my
clients in their homes.” In the small home office in the kitchen,
Murphy added whimsical wallpaper by Beware the Moon

featuring black-and-white sketches of an ostrich with its head
in the ground. “Carrie and Eugene are just so fun, so something
playful like this wallpaper was such a great fit for them.”
Although at the outset the Lees weren’t exactly sure how
to achieve a more modern aesthetic in their new home, they
trusted Murphy to do the job. “Michelle really took my need
for function and just made it more beautiful,” Carrie says.
“There’s not a thing we would change about the design of
the home. Even over a year later, there’s nothing we would
change. Michelle completely understood what we wanted and
brought it to life for us.” u
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Will Johnson Building Company
designed the wood slats on the barrel
ceiling to create a dramatic entry.
Bartone complemented with an existing
vintage console and sculptures from the
homeowners' art collection.
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AGED to
PERFECTION
DESIGNER KRISTIN BARTONE CREATES A FUNCTIONAL YET
STYLISH HOME THAT ALLOWS A CHAPEL HILL COUPLE TO
AGE-IN-PLACE GRACIOUSLY.

TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | PRODUCED BY LINDSAY POWELL | PHOTOGRAPHY BY LISSA GOTWALS
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KRISTIN BARTONE LIKES TO START AT THE VERY BEGINNING.
“We’re involved from day one, from the design plans to the
layout, before a shovel is ever put in the ground,” the designer
says. Such was the case for one couple, who were moving to
the Chapel Hill area to be closer to their two daughters and
their families. “They wanted an aging-in-place home, one that
would transition with them as they got older.”
Working alongside Chapel Hill–based Will Johnson
Building Company, Bartone and the architectural team
designed a home that accommodated the couple’s principle
requests: a first-floor primary suite, a shaft for a future
elevator, wheelchair-accessible bathrooms and hallways, and
other details that would allow them to comfortably care for
themselves as they age. When it came to the architecture of
the home, “They really wanted a storybook home; a modern
Tudor,” explains Bartone. More commonly referred to as
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Fairy Tale Architecture, it is a nod to Provincial Revivalism,
which was popularized in the 1920s and 1930s. As such,
Bartone and the builder designed the interior architectural
details to complement the facade of the home. “The biggest
thing was having the home be open and inviting. They
wanted a traditional feel but not super contemporary.” Stone
archways and wooden beams give way to more modern and
transitional furnishings, and, most notably, the homeowners’
collection of print artwork as well as their collection of
artisan craftwork. “The true focus of the interior design
was to allow their artwork to play center stage while the
accessories and furnishings simply complement,” Bartone says.
The oversized artwork by notable printmaker Mauricio
Lasansky is most prominent between the kitchen and family
room, where two large pieces flank the doorway. As an artist
herself, the homeowner worked closely with Bartone on the

The outdoor patio features a customdesigned table by Bartone and Ian Herdell,
owner of the Cambrian Company. The
table, made of sustainable materials,
is complemented by hand-crafted,
environmentally-friendly FSC-certified
teak dining chairs by Lane Venture,
which feature high UV polyethylene
synthetic panels that are hand-woven to
look like natural wicker. OPPOSITE: The
homeowners worked closely with Bartone
and Will Johnson Building Company to
incorporate architectural details such as
the stone wall in the living room.
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ABOVE: To accommodate the homeowners’ desire for a smaller,
more intimate dining area, Bartone and Ian Herdell, owner of the
Cambrian Company, custom designed the expandable breakfast
table, situated at the end of the island.
RIGHT: The kitchen island is a balance between clean and modern
with the quartz counters and the rustic wooden beams and cabinetry.
The wood adds interest and warmth to the space.

exact placement of each piece of art, something
the designer loves doing during the design process.
“I loved working with them to ensure that the
artwork really shined in this space,” she says.
“In their last home, their artwork was spread
throughout a 7,000-square-foot span. Here, we
wanted to consolidate it a bit so they could enjoy it
on a daily basis.”
A neutral backdrop with pops of color in fabrics
and accessories allowed each piece to stand out,
while elevating the overall aesthetic. “Originally,
they wanted the entire home to be all neutral,”
Bartone explains. “I convinced them to do a tiny
pop of color, this mustard yellow. I told them
the whole space will read as a neutral, but that
one touch of color gives the space more depth. It
doesn’t stand out too much, but it adds variety
and interest. The color palette was created using
natural tones and textures inspired by nature to
create variety, depth, and interest.”
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LEFT: In the guest bedroom, Bartone dressed the bed with luxurious linens by Yves Delorme to
complement the homeowners’ existing upholstered headboard. She added custom draperies
in a GP & J Baker fabric and accented with Roman shades in a Pindler fabric.
BELOW: The guest powder room was designed for maximum impact, so Bartone added a
metallic Romo wallpaper with a subtle pattern and had the ceiling faux painted in a metallic,
reflective finish. She completed the look with a marble-topped Stone Forest vanity sink, living
bronze faucets, and antique bronze sconces by Hudson Valley Lighting.

In the living room, Bartone added a large Visual Comfort
chandelier, a move she says was critical for the design of the room.
“It was the jewelry of the space,” she says. “It would feel unbalanced
if this giant light wasn’t there. If we went with just plain fabrics or a
super simple light fixture, it would almost feel out of place. But now
you can look almost everywhere in this room and catch your eye on
something without it being overwhelming.”
The adjacent kitchen was kept minimal, as well, with wooden beams
running throughout, drawing your eye into the family room and back,
each time catching a glimpse of the artwork at the threshold. “The
owners spend a lot of time in the kitchen and host weekly family
gatherings,” Bartone says. “We needed a space to accommodate
everyone comfortably.” The owners also wanted a smaller, more
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intimate dining setting for smaller groups, so Bartone and Ian
Herdell, owner of the Cambrian Company, custom designed
the expandable breakfast table, situated at the end of the island.
With kid-friendly everything a high priority, counter stools by
Woodbridge Furniture are swathed in a durable Sunbrella fabric.
Off of the kitchen is a smaller family room, where the couple
spends most of their time reading and relaxing together. “We
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wanted a comfortable space for engaging with the kitchen
during meal prep and cleanup,” Bartone says. “This space
was planned for adults and small children, so we wanted
beautiful and durable furnishings.” A custom-designed rug
from Perennial Rugs ensures easy cleanability for grandkids
and pets, while the custom Roman shades by Anna French
for Thibaut in an embroidered linen fabric create just enough

Will Johnson Building Company designed the stone wall and custom
cabinetry that serves as the bar in the kitchen. Bartone’s customdesigned table sits across and serves as a great entertaining area.
OPPOSITE: Two oversized pieces of art by renowned printmaker
Mauricio Lasansky flank the doorway between the kitchen and
living room. The prominent placement allows the homeowners to
experience their art collection on a more regular basis.

detail to enhance the otherwise neutral space. The custom
built-ins are home to several of the couple’s sculptural pieces,
as well, giving them yet another opportunity to engage with
their artwork regularly.
“The whole house is a balance of calm, scattered with
these little whimsical surprises and unexpected things like
their artwork,” Bartone says. “As you turn a corner, there’s

something that catches your eye or something you wouldn’t
expect to find in a more architectural house like this.”
“Kristin has a wonderful eye,” the homeowner adds.
“There’s nothing we would change, and that speaks to how
deliberate every decision was. That’s why it works. It’s
gorgeous, it’s beautiful, and it functions exactly as we wanted
it to function.” u
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Expansive windows in the breakfast
room look out over the gardens. A
chandelier from Visual Comfort hovers
above a small drop-leaf table, while
Chippendale chairs covered with
Penny Morrison fabric surround it.
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TRUE GEM
AFTER WAITING YEARS FOR THE PERFECT HOME,
ONE RALEIGH COUPLE LANDED A GEM AND CALLED
ON BETSY ANDERSON TO POLISH THE CORNERS.

TEXT BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY | PRODUCED BY LINDSAY POWELL | PHOTOGRAPHY BY LISSA GOTWALS

Four generously sized club
chairs covered in Nina
Campbell for Betsy Anderson
Interiors fabric flank the
antiqued mirrored coffee
table in the family room.
Built-in bookcases lacquered
in Simply White by Benjamin
Moore house the homeowners’
collection of blue-and-white
china, which is highlighted by
sconces from Visual Comfort.

W

WHEN SUZANNE AND BRENT RICE APPROACHED DESIGNER
Betsy Anderson about designing the interiors of their
new home, they had a clear picture of what they wanted.
Frequent travelers and near empty nesters, the couple
had spent years searching for the right home. And when
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they found their true gem—an old English Tudor home,
designed in 1928 by distinguished architect William Henley
Deitrick—they called on Anderson to bring it back to life.
“The owner of the home was not living in it at the
time it went on the market,” Suzanne Rice recalls.

“Brent and I would drive by separately and together.
We would walk the yard and sit on the porches; one of
us would ride by and the other would be in the driveway
contemplating what life would be like in this older,
charming home. The house’s charm was inspiring.”

Well hidden off the street, the home was half the size
of the custom home they built in the early 2000s, when
they were raising children, and the couple felt it was idyllic
for their new stage in life. “Betsy’s elegant simplicity was
perfect for this time in our lives,” Rice says. “We were able
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to hang on to the most special pieces and make them work
in the new space.”
“It was clear from the get-go that my clients were not
willing to sacrifice charm, a mature and beautiful lot, or
the perfect location,” Anderson says. “I’ve been acquainted
with them for years, and with an inside-the-beltline locale
and beautiful walking paths they’ve grown accustomed to, I
completely understood their mindset.”
The home was in need of a complete overhaul, though,
and with the exception of the primary suite bathroom, it

Designed for ultimate livability, the
keeping room houses sofas and an
ottoman from Hickory Chair covered
in white, easily cleanable fabric,
imparting a cozy feel. The pillows,
covered in bold green Brunschwig &
Fils fabric with Samuel & Sons trim,
provide cohesion, and lighting by
Visual Comfort rounds out the space.
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needed updating from top to bottom. Charming gardens
enveloped the surrounding grounds of the home, and it
was important that the interiors reflected the setting
and paid homage to the architecture. “As soon as we
walked into the home together, we discovered that we
shared the same vision and knew right away we would
have a great time collaborating together,” Anderson
shares. Rice adds, “I am very decisive, so the design
process did not take long. The communication between
Betsy and I was so in sync.”

LEFT: The coziest powder room is enveloped in pink-and-brown toile
paper from Pierre Frey. Paired with a skirted sink and sconces from Visual
Comfort, it’s the ultimate water closet hideaway.

RIGHT: The sumptuous owner’s suite features bedding from Signoria Firenze
and voluminous curtains that give the room a bathed-in-fabric feel. The
headboard and antique bench are covered in Colefax and Fowler floral fabric
and flanked by lamps topped with Thompson Lynch lampshades.

Collected French antiques would play a major role
in the design, along with their children’s portraits
and a large collection of Tommy Mitchell pieces. “They
brought so many beautiful elements to the project, we
knew that by simply keeping the walls white while using
colors that were both clear and consistent, we could keep
the home fresh and inviting,” Anderson says. Bespoke
fabric and wallcoverings incorporated fun patterns and
colors that kept the home feeling timeless but updated.
“I tend to like a slightly formal but comfortable style,”
Rice explains. “I would never want anything in the home
that would make others feel too uncomfortable to sit, eat,
drink, or enjoy themselves.”
After creating a few design schemes from which to
choose, the clients immediately gravitated toward a
green-and-white patterned fabric, which allowed the

process to unfold from there. “We wanted the home to
feel like walking into an English garden—relaxed, and
with an effortless abundance of color.” Rice adds, “The
green is so serene—the fabrics and wallpaper really
reflect the garden we wanted to bring in from outside.”
Over the next two years, the team covered every room in
the home, even through the pandemic in 2020. And though
it was challenging, each time a new element was placed into
the home, the entire team’s enthusiasm made it exciting.
“Honestly, as hard as it was to work within the confines of
an old plaster home, the rewards of seeing it transformed
surpassed any hiccups we experienced,” Anderson recalls.
Rice adds that her home is very personal to her, and that
Anderson made trust and communication very easy. “Betsy
had heart built into her professionalism in this project, and
because my home is so important to me, I tend to nest and be
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more introverted. It really made for a wonderful combination
that flowed beautifully,” she says.
The couple’s collection of Tommy Mitchell pieces and
family heirlooms punctuate the decor, while accessories that
were equally as curated and storied were added in layers.
“Our firm believes that antiques are the best way to ground
a home and add charm to a space,” Anderson says.
In the sitting room, the repetition of a Nina Campbell for
Osborne & Little print on the walls and furnishings makes
the space cozy, inviting, and decadent at once. “It sounds
frantic in theory, but it actually creates the opposite effect,”
Anderson explains. “It is one of the spaces we always
gravitate toward when having intimate conversations with
the homeowner.”
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Anderson describes her portfolio as full of homes that are
restrained and sophisticated, and brimming with collected
pieces. “The homes we design have a tendency to be
timeless and feminine, with a nod to both Europe and our
New England roots,” she says. “We are influenced by the
great designers in history, from Mark Hampton to Mariette
Himes Gomez, and, of course, our travels.”
When it comes to collecting items for your home,
Anderson suggests displaying pieces as a whole collection
rather than spreading them throughout the home. “When
you buy, buy less often and buy finer pieces. If you buy
something special and precious, you will have it forever; a
collected home sings, and this always takes time, but that is
the beauty of it.” u

The kitchen boasts new
countertops and a custom
backsplash crafted from White
Zen quartz. Polished-nickel taps
and fixtures from Classic Brass
through Bird Decorative Hardware
& Bath add elegance to the space.
OPPOSITE: In the dining room,
Anderson created focal points with
white lacquered corner cabinets by
Fine Paints of Europe filled with crisp
white china against a bold green
backdrop. A custom Bob Collins &
Sons tablecloth is center stage, while
green linen curtains made with
Pindler fabric line the windows.
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MODERN
HOME OFFICE
INSPIRED BY FRENCH MODERN SCULPTOR AUGUSTE RODIN,
A DESIGNER CREATES HER DREAMY HOME-OFFICE SPACE.

Ayten Nadeau first discovered her love of international
travel when she accepted a position as a flight attendant.
A native of Turkey, Nadeau was raised in Germany and
lived abroad, traveling widely throughout the United
States, Africa, Europe, the Middle East, and Central
and South America. Her immersion in international
culture combined with her modernist approach and
its incorporation into residential and commercial
designs is what her clients love about her. Today, in
her Raleigh studio, I-Ten Designs, the intersection of
design and international culture dovetails perfectly in a
newly reinvented home office.
“Over the last decade, more and more people
have been working from home offices; but last year
that number increased exponentially,” Nadeau says.
“I personally needed a home-office refresh that was
beautiful but highly functional; one that reflected
the inspiration I received from my visit to the Musée
Rodin in Paris. In the redesign, I visually explored
the scale of artwork and negative and positive spaces
while incorporating abstract forms into my workflow.”
To achieve her goals, Nadeau began with a
black-and-white base reminiscent of a timeless museum
atmosphere, which she accented with small touches
of bright color in her chosen artwork and accessories.
This light and airy approach allows her to better focus
on the creative design process as she works on her
clients’ projects. By concentrating on the negative
spaces in her home-office design, like the void space she
left beside the bookshelves, she found an eye-catching
place to position a striking black-and-white drawing
reminiscent of architectural scale figures.
Nadeau selected the furniture style and placement
to exude a modern vibe with functional sensibilities.
She added flexibility with modular base cabinets that
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WRITTEN BY DANA W. TODD

“I PERSONALLY NEEDED A
HOME-OFFICE REFRESH THAT
WAS BEAUTIFUL BUT HIGHLY
FUNCTIONAL; ONE THAT
REFLECTED THE INSPIRATION I
RECEIVED FROM MY VISIT TO
THE MUSÉE RODIN IN PARIS.”
—AYTEN NADEAU
appear built-in and conceal unsightly office equipment. They
can be moved around as needs change over time, but are now
placed in the most functional proximity to the modern Knoll
table at which Nadeau works with both digital and physical
media as she designs new projects. Modern European guest
chairs from Kartell are pulled up to the table—a nod to
“repetition of form,” as they coexist peacefully with the Mitzi
light fixture. Soft drapery panels on French returns add some
softness to the space.
“I often travel internationally, experience different cultures,
and incorporate that knowledge into my projects in the
Triangle and beyond,” Nadeau says. “Like Auguste Rodin, the
famous French sculptor, I wanted my home office to focus on
the design process and produce amazing spaces like Rodin’s
amazing sculptures.” u
AYTEN NADEAU is the founder of I-TEN DESIGNS and can be
reached at 919-725-8962, ITENDESIGNS.COM, or on Instagram
at @ITENDESIGNS.
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Joyful
COOKING
KITCHEN & BATH GALLERIES WILL HELP YOU
EXPLORE YOUR KITCHEN’S FULL POTENTIAL.
WRITTEN BY LEE RHODES

induction allows for quicker, more energy-efficient cooking. In
addition to induction technology, other in-vogue appliances
include steam ovens, warming drawers, and built-in coffee
machines; the latter saves counter space and precious time in
the morning.
Minimize Maintenance (and Mess!): Induction cooktops
feature easily cleanable glass surfaces, helpful for those who
want to focus on cooking and not cleanup. K&B offers a plethora
of products and materials with low-to-zero maintenance. For
instance, both quartz and porcelain countertops are not only

PHOTOGRAPHY BY VERRILL PHOTOGRAPHY.

Forget comfort foods—the pandemic has created a need for
comfort cooking, and this trend shows no sign of abating.
As the pandemic ramped up, people grew more confident in
their kitchens, more creative with their ingredients, and more
curious about the latest kitchen tricks and trends. Rebecca
Riley, senior designer at Kitchen & Bath Galleries (K&B), a
full-service kitchen and bath showroom, offers a post-pandemic
recipe for finding the joy in home cooking.
Embrace Induction Cooking: “Induction cooking is a very
popular and smart form of cooking,” Riley begins. Magnetic
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“WE WORK WITH MOST OF
THE LOCAL COUNTERTOP,
TILE, LIGHTING, AND
PLUMBING VENDORS
TO PULL THE FULL SPACE
TOGETHER FOR YOU.”
—REBECCA RILEY
stain (and heat) resistant, but they are also non-porous, making
them antimicrobial. Ceramic and porcelain tile offer these advantages as well.
In terms of cabinetry, all of the lines carried at K&B go
through multiple steps during the finishing process to create
durable, easy-to-clean surfaces. And if clients want to go a step
further, there are surface options such as thermofoil and acrylic
that are uber-wipeable. “K&B carries numerous cabinet lines, and we
work with most of the local countertop, tile, lighting, and plumbing
vendors to pull the full space together for you,” Riley says.
Love Your Layout: By methodically planning locations for spices,
oils, cutlery, appliances, and more, K&B can literally eliminate
extra steps in the kitchen. K&B designers collaborate with clients
to ensure their kitchen layouts work just right for them, creating
functional, no-fuss spaces. Many clients are loving the trend toward
drawers (versus doors) on base cabinets. “Drawers keep everything
in an easy-access, tidy location,” Riley explains. Additionally, trash
cabinets are all the rage, and K&B can incorporate single, double, or
even quadruple trash compartments placed strategically near sinks
and main prep spaces.
Color Me Happy: K&B designers are up-to-date on the latest
colors and can work with you to make them a reality. Riley shared
that organic natural wood tones, including white oak, are trending,
and gray hues remain quite popular. Also, she says, “White is not
going anywhere, with people doing mixtures of whites and even
putty tones. Just keep the same undertone to create a unified look.”
Saturated tones are also prominent, as are deep blues, greens, and
even blacks (often as an accent color but also for the full space).
Finally, she’s seeing lots of moody kitchens, bars, butler’s pantries,
and powder baths.
But there’s nothing to be moody about relative to the future of
your kitchen. And K&B’s expertise is not limited to kitchens; their
one-stop-shop approach, including quality products, installation, and
professional design, extends to bathrooms, laundry rooms, and more. u
Visit KITCHEN & BATH GALLERIES at at one of their
four locations, or go to KANDBGALLERIES.COM.
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LIVING in BEAUTY
ONE FAMILY’S NEW HOME IS AN ODE TO STEVEN SHELL LIVING.
WRITTEN BY LEE RHODES

his line of furnishings and accessories. Once a quaint family
business, Steven Shell Living now boasts multiple stores,
including the 5,000-square-foot Raleigh location, and employs
master craftsmen who bring his inspired designs to life.
“I truly love and back our product,” Koch explains, “and I
wanted our home to be a place where family and friends could
gather and feel at home.”
Case in point: The living room sofa, the uber-comfy
centerpiece of the room, is covered in performance fabric
meant to withstand everyday living. In fact, all Steven Shell

PHOTOGRAPHY BY LINDSEY CASH.

A new home provides a blank slate, which may be overwhelming
for some homeowners. But Kaleigh Koch, manager of Steven
Shell Living in Raleigh, found outfitting her new interiors to be a
breeze. Koch styled her family’s new home almost entirely with
furniture and accessories from Steven Shell Living—from beds
to bedding and dressers to drapes.
“When styling our home, I wanted to add things from Steven
Shell that I myself truly love,” she explains.
Steven Shell’s trajectory began in the era of iconic British
fashion, which has served as a springboard for the essence of
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“WE LOVE FILLING PEOPLE’S HOMES WITH BEAUTIFUL FURNITURE
SO THEY CAN MAKE BEAUTIFUL MEMORIES.”
—KALEIGH KOCH
furniture is meant for living. The sofa contains subtle patterns
and texture, but the room’s overall palette is neutral and
sophisticated, yet chic, with greenery for pops of color. The
room’s custom console, coffee table, light fixture, and other
pieces are both unique and on trend.
The distinctive dining room table is from the store’s solid
mahogany line, and Koch knew she wanted this particular table
for her own family. “We love to have family and friends over for
dinner,” she says, “and because the top is sealed, it’s ideal for
families with young children.”
The primary bedroom is another study in Steven Shell
furnishings—from indulgent bedding, lamps, window
treatments, and accessories, to furniture from the elegant
Dauphine collection. The result is a tribute to simple luxury.
Koch took the same approach when designing her daughter’s
nursery, and though the store doesn’t formally carry nursery

furnishings, with a product selection that is so diverse, it was
easy to find items to suit any room. In the nursery, Koch chose
a Dauphine dresser, made by Shell himself, and the Lulu swivel
glider, which is the store’s best-selling chair. “My daughter’s
rocker, pillow, dresser, mirror, and lamps are all from the store.
Anything from the store that I could feasibly put into her
nursery, I did,” Koch laughs.
Koch’s own home is a true testament to the fact that Steven
Shell Living is a one-stop-shop for all things home. “We love
filling people’s homes with beautiful furniture so they can
make beautiful memories,” she explains. And while Koch was
at a particular advantage given that she’s surrounded by the
beauty of Steven Shell furnishings every day while at work,
the store offers an in-home program where consultants come
out to your home and help design products tailored to your
personal style. u

For more information, call STEVEN SHELL LIVING at 919-803-0826
or follow on Instagram @STEVENSHELLLIVINGRALEIGH.
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BLOWN GLASS ARTISTRY
G ATHE R YOUR IMAGINAT ION
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BU I L D I NG D ÉCOR ,
ACCEN T PI ECES,
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INSTA L L AT I ONS

JAC O B “JA K E ” P F E I F E R
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LUXE
DESIGN
BY JON RUFTY

TODAY’S TECHNOLOGY IS DRIVING LUXURY
BATHROOM DESIGN.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY TAD DAVIS.

Any new home construction project includes attention to detail
when it comes to bathroom design. When building a custom
home, the bathroom design process focuses heavily on extra
features that provide a luxury touch. Today, I am seeing a trend
toward creating a luxurious spa-like experience in the primary
bathroom, and much of this is driven by new technology available to homeowners.
Bathroom hardware and fixtures provide an upscale spa
effect, with matte black and polished brass fixtures beginning
to overtake sleek chrome. Warm and inviting hardware can
impart just as much relaxation as cool chrome.

An increasingly wide range of hardware vendors offer more
readily available choices, from knobs and faucets to plumbing
fixtures, which now have options that allow them to be easily
hidden in the wall. No more unsightly pipes. When it comes to
functional parts of the bathroom, even toilets have taken a stroll
down luxury lane, with some primary baths featuring two toilets,
bidets, and heated seats. In fact, today’s custom homes include an
en-suite bathroom with every bedroom. No more sharing!
Higher demand for wet rooms also expands the spa-like
experience. These wet rooms include both soaker or freestanding
tubs and high-tech showers enclosed in one space. Multiple shower
heads, steam showers, zero-entry features, and electronic control
of pressure and temperature settings with an iPhone app make
showers comfortable, accessible, and convenient for daily living.
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LEFT: PHOTOGRAPHY BY TAD DAVIS; RIGHT: PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANNA ROUTH BARZIN.

Lighting is one of the most visible ways to add a luxury
touch, and smart mirrors containing embedded LED lighting
are newly popular. These two-way mirrors contain a built-in
monitor or tablet behind the mirror’s surface so homeowners
can customize what they see on the mirror’s “screen,”
such as daily weather or stock reports, Google calendars, or
even a favorite television show. LED lighting adjusts from
cool to warm for the task at hand, and can be operated by
voice control. Other electrical functions in the bathroom
are hidden or built-in to create a clutter-free, relaxed atmosphere, including electrical outlets for hair dryers and razors.
While primary baths receive a focus on relaxation during
the design process, powder rooms are stepping up to be the
electrifying jolt of creativity in the home. Vibrant patterned
wallpapers make a unique statement by homeowners and
showcase a bolder side. Bathrooms are the perfect space to
have fun with design and go all out on a convenient and
luxurious experience.

“BATHROOMS ARE THE
PERFECT SPACE TO
HAVE FUN WITH DESIGN
AND GO ALL OUT ON
A CONVENIENT AND
LUXURIOUS EXPERIENCE.”

Contact RUFTY HOMES at 919-460-8550
or email JON@RUFTY.COM.
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FEATURED ADVERTISER EDITORIAL

MOUNTAIN
MAGIC
BY WILL STROPE

AN UPSCALE RUSTIC RETREAT COMBINES
BACKYARD FUN WITH NATURAL WOODED
SURROUNDINGS.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHAD GUNTON.

This mountain lodge–style home needed a matching
landscape that highlighted its beautiful architectural
features. The homeowners tasked us with creating a
natural-looking alpine escape that extended fluidly
into its North Carolina wooded setting. To accomplish
this goal, we relied on hardscaping, boulders, regional
softscaping, and the addition of a lakeside-lodge cabana
to play the stars of the show.
The Old North State design team began by designing a
natural-looking hillside at the far end of the seventy-foot
beach-entry pool. They nestled in a grotto built of large

natural stones and stacked boulders to resemble a lake
setting. Rough-cut stone slabs serve as steps on the grotto
hill, surrounded by boulders and stones that help integrate
the Dolphin Waterslide into the rocky setting. Weeping bald
cypress, Japanese maples, and other native plantings help
pull the entire look together.
More than seven-hundred shrubs, including itea,
loropetalum, viburnum, witch hazel, hydrangeas, camellias,
and azaleas surround each walkway and patio, while
flowering perennials such as hellebores, black-eyed Susan,
coreopsis, echinacea, phlox, and peonies add a dose of color.
Sweeping curved patios and walkways made of Lincoln
Creek flagstone, ivory travertine, and cappadocia travertine
connect the house, grotto, pool, and newly built cabana,
ensuring they harmoniously coexist. Our design team
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“THIS PROPERTY IS A WONDERFUL NEXUS OF
INDOOR AND OUTDOOR LIVING FOR THE
HOMEOWNERS TO KICK BACK AND RELAX IN
A MOUNTAIN RESORT SETTING.”

incorporated cedar-wood braces
with exposed beams and gables
into the cabana, supported by
stone-wrapped columns to
match the home’s architecture.
A storage area and outdoor
shower hide around the back
and side of the cabana, while
an outdoor kitchen with sink,
ice maker, refrigerator, and
drop-in cooler is showcased
under the structure’s cool shade.
This property is a wonderful
nexus of indoor and outdoor
living for the homeowners to
kick back and relax in a mountain
resort setting. They never have
to worry about maintaining the
pool, landscape, or hardscape,
as they opted to take advantage
of Old North State’s lifetime
maintenance through our
HomeCare Maintenance
weekly services. Our attention
to the details of upkeep frees
the homeowners so they can
spend time enjoying their new
outdoor living area. u

WILL STROPE is a co-owner of Old North State Landscape Development. The full team
can be reached at 919-384-1800, ONSLANDSCAPE.COM, or on Instagram @ONSLANDSCAPE.
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MIGHTY
MAXIMUS

MAXIMUS QUARTZITE MAKES A MODERN
ARTISTIC STATEMENT.
Maximus, a striking quartzite that is only mined and
imported from Brazil, is making waves at the CRS Marble
& Granite showroom. This quartzite lends itself well to
bookmatching (mirroring two adjoining stone slabs) for an
endless array of artistic applications. This makes Maximus a
perfect stone for homeowners who want a feature wall behind
the bathtub or a kitchen backsplash. It is also quite beautiful as
a waterfall-edge island in the kitchen, as an artistic headboard
for a bed, or as a modern fireplace surround.
Our relationship with the Brazilian stone extraction and
processing company Mineral Stone allows CRS to bring
this product to our North Carolina customers, who have
received it with much fanfare. The sage and pale-green
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movement of the veining is subtly elegant, particularly
against a white background.
As a natural stone, quartzites like Maximus are known for
heat resistance, hardness, durability, and their ability to mimic
the look of marble, but without the maintenance. Not to be
confused with quartz, which is an engineered stone, quartzite
is one of the most indestructible natural stones in the
marketplace. Since it is natural, I always recommend that our
customers come into the showroom and see it for themselves,
as natural stones contain slight variations from slab to slab.
Plus, in our showroom, homeowners have the advantage of
using our newly installed overhead crane and rail system that
quickly moves slabs around for them to see and compare, no
appointment necessary. And when customers are matched with
an in-house CRS designer, they are able to transfer their
inspiration photos to the design consultant, who can then

COURTESY OF MINERAL STONE.

BY SUNNY SURANA

work to custom-match the look from our 60,000-square-foot
showroom where we stock more than four hundred types
of stone.
With the beautiful veining of Maximus, which can be made
even more interesting by bookmarking two slabs, and its
neutral, light colorway, it’s easy to see why Maximus quartzite
is a crowd pleaser. But like many unique and popular stones, it
will move quickly through our inventory due to high demand, so
if you’re considering using natural stone to make a statement in
your home, visit and secure a handpicked Maximus slab from
our Raleigh showroom soon. u

“IT’S EASY TO SEE WHY
MAXIMUS QUARTZITE IS A
CROWD PLEASER.”

Contact Sunny Surana at CRS MARBLE & GRANITE’S Raleigh showroom
at 7521 Exhibit Court, CRSGRANITE.COM, or 919-784-9282.

CELEBRATING FIFTEEN YEARS. FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED.
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LANDSCAPE FOR
HEALTHY LIVING
BY DAVID PAYNE

SOME MAY THINK OF LANDSCAPING SIMPLY
AS A WAY TO INCREASE CURB APPEAL. SOME
MAY THINK OF IT AS ARTISTIC EXPRESSION.
Others may consider it a method to increase the economic
value of real estate. I challenge you to think about the true
benefits of landscaping and its unmitigated ability to improve
your health and environment.
Access to green space, even if it’s just sitting quietly in
your backyard for twenty minutes, is a proven way to reduce
stress by quieting the mind and lowering blood pressure.
Imagine designing a space of total immersion for your family
just steps from your home, accessible whenever needed.
Investing in water features to soften the sound of the
neighbor’s noisy dog or planting a row of quick-growing
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shrubbery such as holly to screen a busy road enhances the
peaceful mood in your outdoor spaces. Planting the right
trees and shrubbery in proper spaces in the yard has the
added benefit of purifying the surrounding air and decreasing
the effects of urban pollution by increasing oxygen levels in
the air—a win-win for your family and the environment.
Designing and installing a beautiful lawn surrounded
by landscaped beds is an enjoyable way to add recreational
space in the backyard. From a game of badminton to a
spot for your outdoor yoga practice, it can be a private
meditative space in a busy suburban setting; an oasis in
a hurried workday cycle. Landscaped beds planted with
perennials and colorful annuals create beautiful garden
scenery, and the softness of a lush lawn can calm the mind and
literally cool the body. Lawns can be much cooler than hardscaped

“YOUR HEALTH IS AN
INVESTMENT, NOT
AN EXPENSE.”

spaces, even cooler than the soil, while
simultaneously reducing erosion.
Maybe you rarely use your patio or
deck because you feel exposed. Landscaping is the best way to add privacy
and bring beauty to these spaces. A
landscaper who specializes in mature
screening solutions can provide
results in no time, creating a quality
entertainment space for your family
and friends to enjoy without the
inquisitive eyes of neighbors.
An attractive, accessible, and
highly enjoyable yard is possible,
regardless of the space available.
A landscaper skilled in design and
mature-tree installation can help you
invest in your outdoor environment so
it makes a large-scale impact on your
quality of life. After all, your health is
an investment, not an expense. u

DAVID PAYNE is the owner of Home & Garden Landscapes and can be
reached at 919-801-0211 or HOMEANDGARDENLANDSCAPES.COM.
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A RTS & CU LT U R E

SPOTLIGHT
TO BE YOUNG:
COMING OF AGE IN THE
CONTEMPORARY

WILL HENRY STEVENS
GREGG MUSEUM OF ART & DESIGN
Through January 9, 2022
gregg.arts.ncsu.edu

Best known for his paintings and tonal
pastels of the rural Southern landscape,
abstractions of nature, and non-objective works, Will Henry Stevens was an
American modernist and impressionist painter and naturalist. He created most of his
works while summering in Asheville, North Carolina. Using pastels of his own making,
he was influenced by the impressionistic paintings of the Sung Dynasty, the poetry
of Walt Whitman, and modernists Wassily Kandinsky and Paul Klee.

CHASING LIGHT / ANIMALS IN THE HOOD
CRAVEN ALLEN GALLERY
Through September 4
cravenallengallery.com
Nature is highlighted in two shows opening at Craven Allen Gallery: Chasing
Light, paintings by David Davenport, and Animals in the Hood, mixed media
sculptures of recycled materials by Bryant Holsenbeck. Davenport makes sketches
and paints in the field, often returning to the same subject many times throughout
the seasons and in all types of weather. Holsenbeck is an environmental artist who
makes large-scale installations and small-scale sculptures that document the
waste stream of our society and highlight the importance of the natural world.
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To Be Young: Coming of Age in the
Contemporary offers an introspective
overview of coming of age across
various communities throughout the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
This exhibition explores how youths
process development through
concepts such as identity,
community, and kinship to form new
perspectives on the world. While To Be
Young focuses on individual
narratives, it also challenges
how society defines maturity as
a collective and questions how
traditional rites of passage may
change due to the current social
climate stimulated by an ongoing
racial justice movement and
public health crisis.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: ART BY WILL HENRY STEVENS, COURTESY OF GREGG MUSEUM OF ART & DESIGN; ART BY MARGARET SARTOR AND BILL
BAMBERGER, COURTESY OF NORTH CAROLINA MUSEUM OF ART; ART BY DAVID DAVENPORT, COURTESY OF CRAVEN ALLEN GALLERY.

NORTH CAROLINA MUSEUM OF ART
Through February 6, 2022
ncartmuseum.org
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CLASSIC OFFERINGS FOR SOPHISTICATED
HOME FURNISHING TASTES

ONE OF OUR GREAT QUALITY UPHOLSTERY LINES SHERRILL FURNITURE MADE IN NORTH CAROLINA

SINCE 1939 • INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES AVAILABLE

North Raleigh: 5640 Capital Boulevard • 919-954-0025 • Monday through Saturday 10 - 5 • Closed Sunday
Visit our website at www.waysidefurniturehouse.com
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Pigfish Lane
Antiques & Interiors

Dream, Design, Build
with the Wake Remodeling Team

A sneak peek at the home being featured during the
Remodelers Home Tour October 2-3, 2021. Call us for more information.

Call for your no obligation
virtual or in-person consultation today.
Our Showroom is located in Historic Downtown Apex • M-F 10a-4p BY APPOINTMENT

(919) 272-0048
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121 N. Salem Street • Apex, NC 27502 • WakeRemodeling.com

DON'T AGONIZE

Organize

Call for a free Virtual or Hybrid Design
Consultation and estimate today!

(919) 773-8990
or visit us online at closetfactory.com
Showroom:
2031 Production Dr., Apex, NC 27539
©2021 Closet Factory. All rights reserved.

the art of organization
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